
ON-LINE IMAGE ANALYSIS!

SIMPLE & EASY TO USE

Select image(s), Simple zoom in/out/pan, Identify RGB, Zoom to scale

Overlay images and interactively swipe compare; Horizontal and
vertical slide bars for full user control

Quickly and easily integrate, merge, and exploit multiple image
themes with interactive blend/fade and morph controls

Change RGB channel combo’s for improved interpretation, change
detection, and image compositing

Image enhancement controls for contrast, histogram equalization,
standard deviation, and min-max stretches

Create, save, and download enhanced geo-referenced image products
from above processes

Maplicity MapImager is the revolutionary new product which
allows Web browser-based users to perform interactive image
analysis and visualization over the internet!

Maplicity MapImager leverages all the great features of
MaplicityTM for ESRI ArcIMS, including the easy and intuitive GIS
user interface, enhanced query, graphics and legend tools, and
simplified web server licensing, distribution, and maintenance.

Real-time image exploitation via the internet has arrived!

Maplicity MapImagerTM provides Web
browser-based interactive image analysis
and visualization for ESRI’s

Please contact us for a
FREE needs assessment

and current pricing!!

EXPLORE IMAGERY

 IMAGE OVERLAY/SWIPE

BLEND/FADE/MERGE

CHANGE BANDS

SAVE RESULTS!

IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
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EXPLORE...
SWIPE...

MERGE...

ON-LINE DEMO
WWW.TELEMORPHIC.COM

Maplicity custom application
development services also available



Built entirely with Java™ from Sun Microsystems, Inc., Maplicity
MapImager offers unparalleled interactive on-line image analysis
capabilities in an ubiquitous Web browser and operating system
environment (IE, Netscape, AOL w/ Java 2 plug-in on Windows, Unix,
Linux, and Mac OS-X).

Seamless integration with Maplicity™ for full-featured GIS
functionality, yet is amazingly lightweight (~300kb).

Optimized on-line client-server processing to quickly perform complex
image manipulations that have until now required expensive desktop
image processing software.

Licensing is by the Web server, not CPU or ArcIMS Spatial Server.
Unlimited applet downloads (users) are permitted.

More than just a GIS Viewer…users can save and download
georeferenced image products for easy integration with their desktop
mapping/GIS applications!

Now your entire organization can have access to simple and
affordable image exploration tools via Maplicity MapImager and
your ArcIMS Image Services!

Simple and Easy to Use!

Optimized Client/Server
Processing!

Intuitive RS/GIS Interface!

Integrated, Lightweight!

Cost-effective Web
Server Licensing!

Powerful!

On-Line Demo!
www.telemorphic.com

Please contact us for a
FREE needs assessment

and current pricing!!

Supports Raster & Vector
GIS Data Download!

Maplicity MapImagerTM provides Web
browser-based interactive image analysis
and visualization for ESRI’s
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Cross-Platform Compatible!

Customizable with
MaplicitySDK!


